
INSPIRE THE EXPLORER IN YOU!
Discover the math and science in  the world around you with these fun and 

educational activities created for busy parents, teachers and students!
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WHAT IS A PUPPET?  

A puppet is a non-living object that appears real through the use of a puppeteer’s voice, body, and 

imagination. Discover Math and Science uses the styles of “Rod” and “Shadow” puppetry to tell a story.

• Rod Puppetry:  Puppets that use a stick called a “rod” to make them move. 

• Shadow Puppetry:  Just l ike when the sun shines on a human, and their shadow appears on the 

ground, shadow puppetry is created when light  passes through an opaque (not able to be seen 

through) object, and the object’s shadow appears on a surface such as a wall or shadow screen.

 

WHAT IS A PUPPETEER?
A puppeteer is a performer that uses puppets to tell a story. They use their voice, body, and imagination to 

make puppet characters seem real. One puppeteer performs live voices for all of the different characters in 

Discover Math and Science. 

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE AUDIENCE?
MicheLee Puppets encourages an interactive audience experience including laughing, sharing of ideas, and 

active listening. A successful live theatre experience requires the focus of both the performers onstage and 

of the audience offstage, including students and teachers. Discuss audience’s role:

• How is a live performance different than a TV show or Movie? In a live show the performers can see 

and hear you. What can you do to keep from being distracting? 

• How can I respect my fellow audience members? Being considerate of others’ space and talking only 

when prompted by the actors. How else? 

• How can I respect the performers? Clapping shows appreciation to the performers. Following directions 

and staying focused on the show make a better experience for all. How else? 

• What is an Explorer? An Explorer is someone who discovers the world around them.

PRE-SHOW
Discussion & Activities
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3-Dimensional    A fat object or an object with depth

2-Dimensional    A flat object or an object without depth

Around     Surrounding something by moving in a circular motion

Discover     To find something

Earth     The planet that we live on

Explorer     Someone who discovers the world around them

Hibernate     To spend the winter sleeping or resting 

Nectar     Juice produced by plants (bee food)

Over      Above something

Pollen     Powder produced by plants that helps other plants grow

Sun      A giant star in the center of the universe that produces heat and light 

Seasons     Winter, Spring, Summer, Autumn (Fall)

Under     Below something

2- DIMENSIONAL SHAPES (examples page 5)

Circle     A flat, round shape

Rectangle    A flat shape with 4 sides and 4 corners. Two sides are longer
                           and two sides are shorter 

Triangle              A flat shape with 3 sides and 3 angles

3- DIMENSIONAL SHAPES (examples page 6)

Cone     A fat with a circle on one end and point at the other

Cylinder    A fat shape with 2 straight lines and a circle on each end
Sphere     A fat, round shape

Bee Photos   
drive.google.com/open?id=0BylVRpUw2FB8cWR0RURsSnhlSzQ

Printable Bee activity 
drive.google.com/folderview?id=0BylVRpUw2FB8YTdWRERJc25tMWc&usp=sharing

VOCABULARY

RESOURCES
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MATERIALS
• ½ sheet of drawing paper, scissors, glue sticks, craft sticks, crayons
• “2 Dimensional Shapes” (page 5)
• Bee photos drive.google.com/open?id=0BylVRpUw2FB8cWR0RURsSnhlSzQ
• For Extension: flashlight, blank wall, pictures of flowers

SUGGESTED PREPARATION
• Cut shapes from “2 Dimensional Shapes” or use pre-cut shapes
• Create stations or trays of prepped materials for making a puppet
• Identify items within the classroom that have 2- dimensional shapes

PROCEDURE 
1. Introduce the “2 Dimensional Shapes” page 

• Explain that the world is made of shapes. 
• What shapes do they see? Explain that these are flat, or 2 dimensional shapes. 
• What shapes do we see in our classroom? Explain that shapes can be made up of other shapes. For 

example, 2 triangles can make a square.

2. Introduce the bee photos. 
• What shapes do they see in these bees? 
• Use color, shape, and size as examples to compare and contrast the parts of the bees. 

3. What shapes will they need if they are to make a bee? 
• Explain that each student will make their own bee puppets. 
• Give students a ½ sheet of paper and ask them to draw the body of their bee. 
• Students will cut out their bee bodies and then choose from various shapes to add bee parts:wings, 

legs, stinger, head. They will use a glue stick to attach to the body.

4. Once their bees are assembled, students decorate bees, identifying where the eye is. With teache assistance, 
students use a hole punch to create a hole for the eye of their puppet, then glue a craft stick to the puppet, 
creating a handle to hold the bee.

5. Show students a flower. Discuss that flowers can’t move, so the bees move the pollen for them. Discuss how 
bees drink nectar from flowers. Optional: Have students draw pictures of flowers

6. Have students create a bee sound with their mouths while moving their puppets back and forth as if flying 
from flower to flower. Have the bees land on a “flower” (could be their hand, a photo, drawing or live flower 
Have their bees say: “Take pollen.” Fly to another flower and have bees say: “Pollen delivery”. Stay on the 
flower and drink “Yummy Nectar.”

EXTENSION
SHADOWS
Darken the classroom and use a flashlight to create the bee’s shadow on a blank wall. Move the light closer 
and further away from the object. See how the light and the object work together to create a shadow. Attach 
pictures of flowers to the wall and have the bees fly from flower to flower.

ACTIVITY 1
A Bee Made of Shapes
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MATERIALS
• 2 Dimensional Shapes (page 5)

• 3 Dimensional Shapes (page 6)

• Crayon or pencil 

PROCEDURE 
1. Introduce 2-dimensional shapes (flat) to students (page 5)Introduce 3-dimensional shapes (fat) to 

students (page 6) 

2. Explore the outdoors and indoors to see how many 2-d and 3-d shapes you can discover. When you find 
a shape listed on the shape page, the teacher will write it inside that shape (Example: Write “Stop Sign” 
inside of an octagon)

3. Draw additional shapes on the back

4. Compare and Contrast 2-d and 3-d shapes (flat versus fat)

 

MATH EXTENSION
SHAPES AT HOME

Send 2-d and 3-d shape pages home and see how many shapes can be discovered as a family. Families can 

draw pictures or take photos of what they find, then send back in. Display the pictures for the class, and 

discover how many total 2-D and 3-D shapes families have been found at home.

SCIENCE EXTENSION
LIVING THINGS

Prepare photos of l iving things. You may choose to create categories such as insects, plants, animals. 

Take a nature walk, reminding the explorers to look up, down and all around to see what

livingthings they can discover.

ACTIVITY 2
Shape Scavenger Hunt: Inside & Outside
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EXPLORE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE 
Where do you discover these shapes? What other shapes do you see?

OCTAGON

RECTANGLE

CIRCLE

OVAL

TRIANGLE

SQUARE

HEART

2 DIMENSIONAL 
SHAPES
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PYRAMID

CONE

SPHERE
CUBECYLINDER

EXPLORE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE 
Where do you discover these shapes? What other shapes do you see?

3 DIMENSIONAL 
SHAPES
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MATERIALS
• Photos of your child from newborn to current year 
• Small Item that represents the sun (candle on a birthday cake, ball)
• Story Sheet (page 9) 

PREPARATION
Place a ball, or other item that represents the sun in the center of an area that contains enough room to 
easily walk around it.

ACTIVITY
DISCUSSION
1. Did you know that when you were born you began your first trip around the sun? We live on the planet 

called Earth. Earth revolves (or moves) around the sun, which takes one whole year! If you are 3 years 
old, then you have taken 3 trips around the sun! How many trips have you taken? 

2. Show your child photos from their first year (newborn, Dr. visit, special occasion). Use the worksheet 
provided to discuss: 

a. things that a newborn does (eat, sleep) 
b. how a newborn grows their first year (roll over, sit, stand) 
c. an event that occurred within their first year (airplane ride, etc.) 

3. Holding a picture from their first year, your child walks around the “sun” while you tell the story of their 
first trip around the sun. (Story Sheet provided to get you started, see page 9)   

4. Repeat activity until they have taken all of the trips around the sun (if 3, 3 trips). Get your child involved 
in the storytelling.

EXTENSION
Include photos of yourself and other members of the family. Repeat activity comparing and contrasting 
the activities the family has shared in their trips around the sun. Bring your story into school for a birthday 
celebration and tell your classmates what you have done during your trips around the sun!

STORY SHEET
What Have I Done During My Trips Around the Sun? 
Use the prompts on the next page to create a story with your child about what happened during each “trip 
around the sun”. Read the story aloud while your child travels around the sun!

AT HOME ACTIVITY
What Have I Done During My Trips Around the Sun?

Fun sharing activity for birthdays and family discussions
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EXAMPLE

Joey’s first trip around the sun started on February 11th in the year 2013.

At first he/she slept and ate. Soon he/she rolled over and started teething. 

He/She also began to crawl and eat solid food.

A funny thing that happened was that Joey got peas all over his face.

He/She went to the doctor for the first time during his/her first trip around the sun.

________________________________ ’s trip around the sun started on  _________________  in the year  ______________

At first he/she  __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Soon he/she  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

He/she also  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

A funny thing that happened was  _____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

He/she  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

for the first time during his/her  _________________________________________________________  trip around the sun.

STORY SHEET
What Have I Done During My Trips Around the Sun?
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MATERIALES
• Fotos de su niño(a) desde su nacimiento hasta ahora
• Un artículo pequeño que represente el sol (una vela de bizcocho de cumpleaños, bola)
• Página del cuento (página 11) 

PREPARACIÓN 
Ponga la bola u otro artículo que representa el sol en el centro de un área con suficiente espacio para poder 
caminar alrededor de el/ella. 

ACTIVIDAD
DISCUSIÓN
1. ¿Sabias que del momento que nacistes empezas a dar tu primer viaje alrededor del sol? Vivimos en el 

planeta llamado Tierra.  ¡La Tierra gira alrededor del sol, lo cual toma todo un año! Si tienes 3 años, 
entonces has dado 3 viajes alrededor del sol. ¿Cuántos viajes has tomado tu? 

2. Enséñele a su niño (a) fotos de su primer año (recién nacido, visitas al doctor, ocasiones especiales) Use 
la hoja de trabajo para discutir:

a. cosas que hace un recién nacido (come, duerme) 
b. como crece un recién nacido en el primer año (da vueltas, se sienta, se levanta)
c. un evento que ocurrió en su primer año (viajó por avión, etc.) 

3. Dele la foto de su primer año a su niño (a) para que camine alrededor del “sol” mientras usted cuenta la historia 
de su primero viaje alrededor del sol. (Use la hoja de trabajo para ayudarle a empezar, vea la página 11) 

4. Repita la actividad hasta que haya tomado todo los viajes alrededor de sol (si 3 años, 3 viajes). Involucre 
a su niño (a) en la historia.

EXTENSIÓN 
Incluya fotos de usted y otros miembros de la familia.  Repita la actividad compartiendo las actividades 
que la familia ha tenido en viajes alrededor del sol. Cuente sus historias en la escuela como parte de la 
celebración de cumpleaños y comparta con los otros estudiante, lo que han hecho durante sus viajes 
alrededor del sol.

HOJA DE CUENTOS
¿Qué has hecho durante tus últimos viajes alrededor del sol? 
Use las claves en la próxima página para crear un cuento con su niño (a) a cerca de lo que pasa en cada 
“viaje alrededor del sol”.  Lea el cuento en alta voz mientras su niño (a) viaja alrededor del sol.

ACTIVIDADE PARA HACER EN LA CASA
¿Qué cosas he hecho durante my viaje alrededor del sol?

Actividades divertidas para cumpleaños y discusiones en famil ia.
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EJEMPLO

Jose  empezó su primer viaje alrededor del sol el 11 de febrero del año 2013. 

Lo primero que hizo fué dormir y comer. Luego aprendió a rodar y le empezaron a salir los dientes.  

Al poco tiempo comensó a gatear y comer comidas sólidas.  

Una de las cosas mas graciosas que pasaron fué que a Jose se le ensució toda la cara con guisantes. 

El/Ella fue a ver al doctor por primera vez durante su primer viaje alrededor del sol.

_______________   empezó su  _________________  viaje alrededor del sol el  ______________   del año  ______________

Lo primero que hizo fué  ________________________________________________________________________________________

Luego  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Al poco tiempo  __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Una de las cosas mas graciosas que pasaron fué que  ________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

El/Ella  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

por primera vez durante su  _________________________________________________________   viaje alrededor del sol. 

PÁGINA DEL CUENTO
¿Qué cosas he hecho durante my viaje alrededor del sol?
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FOUR YEAR OLDS
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
A. Health and Wellness

3. Demonstrates auditory ability to facilitate learning and healthy growth and development
C. Gross Motor Development 

2. Demonstrates the ability to combine movements for gross motor skills
D. Fine Motor Development 

2. Uses eye-hand coordination to perform fine motor tasks

LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATION, AND EMERGENT LITERACY
A. Listening and understanding

1. Increases knowledge through listening
Benchmark a: Child shows understanding by asking and answering relevant questions, adding 
comments relevant to the topic, and reacting appropriately to what is said.

2. Follows multi-step directions.
Benchmark a: Child shows understanding by asking and answering relevant questions, adding 
comments relevant to the topic, and reacting appropriately to what is said.

MATHEMATICAL THINKING
A. Number sense

1. Demonstrates understanding of one-to-one correspondence
Benchmark a: Child demonstrates one-to-one correspondence when counting. 
Benchmark b: Child demonstrates one-to-one correspondence to determine if two sets are equal3

3. Shows understanding by participating in the comparison of quantities
Benchmark a: Child compares two sets to determine if they are equal. 
Benchmark b: Child compares two sets to determine if one set has more. 
Benchmark c: Child compares two sets to determine if one set has fewer.

B. Listening and understanding
1. Shows understanding of how to combine sets and remove from a set of objects

Benchmark a: Child indicates there are more when combining (adding) sets of objects. 
Benchmark b: Child indicates there are less (fewer) when removing (subtracting) objects from a set.

D. Geometry
1. Understands various two-dimensional shapes, including circle, triangle, square, rectangle, oval, and 
other less common shapes (e.g., trapezoid, rhombus)

Benchmark a: Child categorizes (sorts) examples of two-dimensional shapes. 
Benchmark b: Child names two-dimensional shapes. 
Benchmark c: Child constructs examples of two-dimensional shapes. 
Benchmark d: Child identifies the number of sides of two-dimensional shapes.

FLORIDA EARLY LEARNING AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL STANDARDS
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FOUR YEAR OLDS (Continued)

3. Understands various three-dimensional shapes, including sphere, cube, cone, and other less common 

shapes (e.g., cylinder, pyramid)

Benchmark a: Child categorizes (sorts) examples of three-dimensional shapes. 

Benchmark b: Child names three-dimensional shapes.

E. Spatial Relations

1. Shows understanding of spatial relationships and uses position words (e.g., above, below, next to, 

beside, on top of, inside, outside)

Benchmark a: Child shows understanding of positional words (receptive knowledge). 

Benchmark b: Child uses the positional terms verbally (expressive knowledge ) (e.g., in front of, 

behind, between, over, through, under), with teacher support and multiple experiences over time.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
A. Investigation and inquiry

1. Demonstrates the use of simple tools and equipment for observing and investigating

2. Examines objects and makes comparisons

B. Life Science

1. Explores growth and change of living things

D. Earth and Space

1. Explores the outdoor environment and begins to recognize changes (e.g., weather conditions) in the 

environment, with teacher support and multiple experiences over time

2. Discovers and explores objects(e.g., rocks, twigs, leaves, seashells) that are naturally found in the 

environment

CREATIVE EXPRESSION THROUGH THE ARTS
A. Visual Arts

1. Explores visual arts

2. Creates visual arts to communicate an idea

D. Dramatic Play and Theatre

1. Explores dramatic play and theatre

2. Creates dramatic play and theatre to communicate an idea

FLORIDA EARLY LEARNING AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL STANDARDS
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DOMAIN: APPROACHES TO LEARNING
Goal P-ATL 11.   Child shows interest in and curiosity about the world around them

DOMAIN: LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION

Goal IT-LC 7.  Child understands an increasing number of words used in communication with others.
    • Understands most positional words, such as on, under, up, or down.

Goal IT-LC 9.  Child attends to, repeats, and uses some rhymes, phrases, or refrains from stories or songs.

DOMAIN: MATHEMATICS DEVELOPMENT
Goal P-MATH 1.   Child knows number names and the count sequence.

Goal P-MATH 3.   Child understands the relationship between numbers and quantities.

    • When counting objects, says or signs the number names in order, pairing one 
    number word that corresponds with one object, up to at least 10.

    • Counts and answers “How many?” questions for approximately 10 objects.

Goal P-MATH 4.    Child compares numbers.

    • Identifies whether the number of objects in one group is more than, less than, 
      or the same as objects in another group for up to at least five objects.

    • Identifies and uses numbers related to order or position from first to tenth.

Goal P-MATH 6.   Child understands addition as adding to and understands subtraction as taking away from.

    • Represents addition and subtraction in different ways, such as with fingers, 
      objects, and drawings.

    • Solves addition and subtraction word problems. Adds and subtracts up to 5 to 
      or from a given number.

    • With adult assistance, begins to use counting on from the larger number for addition.

Goal P-MATH 9.   Child identifies, describes, compares, and composes shapes.
    • Correctly names basic shapes regardless of size and orientation

    • Creates and builds shapes from components.

DOMAIN: SCIENTIFIC REASONING
Goal P-SCI 1.  Child observes and describes observable phenomena (objects, materials, 
   organisms, and events).

    • Uses observational tools to extend the five senses, such as a magnifying glass

Goal P-SCI 2.  Child engages in scientific talk.

HEAD START EARLY  
LEARNING OUTCOMES
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FOUR YEAR OLDS
MATH
MAFS.K.CC.2.4   Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect counting 
   to cardinality.

    a. When counting objects, say the number names in the standard order, pairing 
    each object with one and only one number name and each number name with  
    one and only one object.

    b. Understand that the last number name said tells the number of objects counted. 
    The number of objects is the same regardless of their arrangement or the order in 
    which they were counted.

    c. Understand that each successive number name refers to a quantity that is 
    one larger.

MAFS.K.CC.3.6. Identify whether the number of objects in one group is greater than, less than, or 
   equal to the number of objects in another group, e.g., by using matching and
    counting strategies.

MAFS.K.G.1.1  Describe objects in the environment using names of shapes, and describe the 
   relative positions of these objects using terms such as above, below, beside, in 
    front of, behind, and next to.

MAFS.K.G.1.2  Correctly name shapes regardless of their orientations or overall size. 

MAFS.K.G.2.4  Analyze and compare two- and three-dimensional shapes, in different sizes and 
   orientations, using informal language to describe their similarities, differences, 
   parts (e.g., number of sides and vertices/“corners”) and other attributes (e.g.,
    having sides of equal length). 

MAFS.K.G.2.6  Compose simple shapes to form larger shapes.

MAFS.K.MD.1.2 Directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common, to see 
   which object has “more of”/“less of” the attribute, and describe the difference.

SCIENCE
SC.K.E.5.3   Recognize that the Sun can only be seen in the daytime. 

SC.K.L.14.3   Observe plants and animals, describe how they are alike and how they are 
   different in the way they look and in the things they do. 

SOCIAL STUDIES
SS.K.G.3.3   Describe and give examples of seasonal weather changes, and illustrate how 
   weather affects people and the environment.

THEATRE
TH.K.F.1.1   Pretend to be an animal by imitating its movements and sounds. 

TH.K.S.1.1   Demonstrate appropriate audience behavior at a live performance. 

TH.K.S.2.1   Pretend to be a character from a given story. 

N.G.S.S.S. AND 
FLORIDA STANDARDS


